Primary intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10–15% of strokes and directly results from vessel rupture and bleeding within the brain parenchyma [1]. Worldwide incidence of ICH ranges from 10 to 30 per 100,000 population per year, in total affecting 2–3 million patients annually [1,2]. Despite advances in acute neurocritical care, ICH mortality and morbidity rates have remained high over the past 30 years, with 1-month case fatality ranging from 30–50% [3–6]. Only 20% of survivors remain functionally independent at 6 months, and the associated cost of care is high [7–10]. Promising innovative medical and surgical interventions are currently being studied; however, proven treatments for acute ICH remain limited to date [11–15].

Noncontrast CT imaging plays a critical role in acute ICH diagnosis, as clinical features are unable to reliably distinguish ischemic from hemorrhagic stroke [16]. For detection of acute hemorrhage, CT is considered the gold-standard; however CT and MRI have been found to be similar in accuracy [17]. CT is preferred over MR imaging due to reduced cost, rapid scan times, increased patient tolerability and increased accessibility in the emergency setting. It is important to note, however, that CT lacks sensitivity in identifying foci of chronic hemorrhage compared with gradient echo and T2* susceptibility-weighted MRI [16,18]. MR imaging may also provide additional information regarding the presence of cavernous malformations and characterizing perihematoma edema [19].
Investigational therapeutic strategies

The most promising medical interventions for prevention of hematoma expansion have been acute treatment with activated recombinant Factor VII (rFVIIa) within 4 h of symptom onset or acute intensive blood pressure (BP) reduction within 6 h onset [13,31]. Both rFVIIa and acute BP reduction treatments have demonstrated their ability to reduce absolute and relative hematoma growth; however, both treatment strategies have failed to translate effects of reduced expansion into improvements in 3-month clinical outcome [13,15,31]. Potential reasons for this are multifactorial; however, a central concern is potential dilution of treatment efficacy by inclusion of patients within trials that are unlikely to undergo expansion [32]. From the meta-analysis of prospective acute ICH serial CT studies by Davis et al., it was shown that up to 73% of patients have some degree of expansion, while approximately 32% of patients have expansion of >33% from their baseline scan [37]. Inclusion of patients expected to have relatively stable hematomas (27–68% of all patients presenting within 3 h onset) dilutes the expected treatment effect observed in those likely to undergo expansion [31]. Exclusion of patients unlikely to benefit from aggressive therapy would also ensure prevention of serious treatment side effects, including arterial thromboembolic events associated with rFVIIa [33], and also potentially decrease sample size needed for study enrolment [33]. Spot-positive patients are currently being specifically targeted for rFVIIa therapy in the Phase II Spot Sign for Predicting and Treating ICH Growth Study (STOP-IT) [34] and Spot Sign Selection of Intracerebral Hemorrhage to Guide Hemostatic Therapy (SPOTLIGHT) [35] trials. Tranexamic acid is also being studied as a hemostatic agent in spot-positive patients in the Phase II The Spot Sign and Tranexamic Acid On Preventing ICH Growth – Australasia Trial (STOP-AUST) trial [36].

Individual patient risk-stratification of hematoma expansion at presentation may also aid in identifying appropriate patients for surgical intervention [37]. Neurosurgical intervention in acute supratentorial ICH remains controversial; however, options currently being studied include surgical evacuation through craniotomy, endoscopic surgical evacuation, or minimally invasive stereotactic aspiration and drainage. In principle, surgical intervention in acute ICH is an attractive therapeutic option as it has the potential to directly remove the clot, relieve associated mass effect and raised intracranial pressure, and also prevent delayed secondary injury through peri-hematoma edema and inflammation [31]. A concern with acute surgical intervention, however, is the high risk of rebleeding postoperatively leading to poor outcomes [38]. Rates of rebleeding and associated high mortality are seen particularly when surgery is performed <4 h after onset [38]. Rebleeding postoperatively is likely a result of further bleeding from primary or secondary vessel injury, similar to the mechanisms causing initial hematoma expansion. Recent trials such as the Minimally-Invasive Surgery plus rtPA for Intracerebral Hemorrhage Evacuation (MISTIE) clinical trial have employed inclusion criteria that require imaging evidence of bleeding cessation as demonstrated by stable ICH volume on 6-h CT follow-up [39]. MISTIE has demonstrated promising preliminary results [39]; however, the need for stable follow-up hematoma volumes potentially excludes a third of acute ICH patients with expansion and potentially irreversible neurological decline, precisely the patients with greatest ICH volumes and worst outcomes in need of interventions. Baseline evaluation of hematoma expansion risk may thus allow patients at low risk of expansion to be selected for potential minimally invasive surgery, while those at higher risk may be suitable for hemostatic therapies and/or more aggressive surgical therapies. Direct evaluation of ICH bleeding has been reported and may benefit from direct hemostasis through craniotomy or endoscopic techniques; however, this requires further study [37].

Acute patient risk stratification for hematoma expansion is thus likely critical to identifying both efficacious medical and surgical therapies and guiding appropriate treatment in acute ICH [4,22,37,40]. Accordingly, identification of techniques to predict ICH expansion has been expressed as a research priority by the National Institute of Neurological Disorders [41] and the European Research Network on Intracerebral Hemorrhage [4]. In order to risk-stratify patients for hematoma expansion at presentation, accurate and reliable predictors of expansion available at baseline are urgently needed.

CTA spot sign

One of the most robust predictors of expansion to date has been visualization of intrahematoma iodinated contrast density on first-pass CT angiography (CTA), coined the ‘spot sign’ [42]. Spot sign identification can be performed by nonradiologists and is achieved by thorough review of noncontrast CT and multiplanar CTA...
images. The spot sign is specifically defined as contrast density within the margins of a parenchymal hematoma without connection to an outside vessel on CTA (Figure 1) [43]. Appearance may be serpiginous, spot-like or multi-focal. Although a maximum density roughly double to the background hematoma in Hounsfield units (HU) is previously proposed, the authors recommend inclusion of contrast density that stands out from background hematoma [43,44].

To enhance identification of spots relative to background hematoma, recommended CT viewing window width and level are 200 and 100 HU, respectively. Although the precise histopathology underlying the spot sign is poorly understood, it is thought that spot signs arise from a range of possible pathologies relating to extravasation from primary or secondary vessel injury, including parenchymal penetrating vessel dissection, pseudoaneurysm and/or vessel rupture [45–47]. Spots may be also related to pathology previously implicated in ICH formation and expansion, including Charcot–Bouchard aneurysms or fibrin globes [45–47]. There is evidence from case studies supporting the spot sign as the point of origin of contrast extravasation diffusing into surrounding nonopacified blood [48,49]. The eccentric location of the bleeding source is consistent with the observations of Fisher [45] and has recently been reproduced in an animal model [R Aviv. Pers. Comm.].

Only 50% of spot signs are actively extravasating at the time of contrast enhancement [42,50]. The presence of extravasated (i.e., dissection/pseudoaneurysm) but not extravasating (actively leaking) contrast in the remaining patients suggests a delayed potential for rebleeding in this group. The mechanism of subsequent bleeding is unknown, but may be post-primary or secondary due to vessel shearing, although this hypothesis remains to be proven [45,51].

Radiographic mimics of the spot sign have been described, and careful review of thin-section (0.625 mm) axial CTA source images and noncontrast CT is needed to exclude vascular and calcified nonvascular mimics, respectively [52]. As clinical factors have been shown to be variable in their association with expansion [53], the spot sign represents a significant advance in the ability to rapidly and reliably predict expansion at baseline.

- Frequency & diagnostic performance for hematoma expansion prediction

From the original prospective study of 39 ICH patients presenting within 3 h of onset by Wada et al., overall frequency of CTA spot signs was 33% [42]. Diagnostic performance of the spot sign for hematoma expansion of >6 ml or >30% was 91% sensitivity, 89% specificity, 77% positive predictive value (PPV), and 96% negative predictive value (NPV), with overall accuracy of 90%. Multivariable regression demonstrated that the spot sign was independently associated with expansion (p < 0.001) controlling for the presence of anticoagulation, hyperglycemia and hypertension.

Other single-center studies have reported spot sign frequency ranging from 24 to 41% in patients presenting within 4 to 6 h onset [42,50,54–56]. A retrospective study examining patients presenting beyond the 6-h period reported spot frequency of 11% [57]. Studies including patients presenting at any time window or unknown time of onset have reported greater variation in spot frequency from 19 to 56% [57–60]. Diagnostic performance of the spot sign has also varied among studies. Retrospective and prospective studies have reported sensitivity to be 46–91%, while specificity has ranged from 84 to 100% [61]. Factors resulting in heterogeneity of spot sign frequency and performance for hematoma expansion prediction are protean and include differences in spot sign working definition, time window for patient inclusion, CTA technique, time to follow-up CT and criteria for defining hematoma expansion [61]. Presence of the spot sign is associated with larger baseline hematomas, lower Glasgow Coma Scale score (GCS) and greater National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score [59,62,63]. Shorter time from onset to baseline imaging, elevated mean arterial blood pressure, widened pulse pressure, impaired coagulation (international normalized ratio [INR] >1.5), antiplatelet therapy, hyperglycemia, intraventricular hemorrhage, apolipoprotein E ε2 genotype, and absence of microbleeds are also associated with increased frequency of spot presence; however, these findings are variable and/or require validation [56,59,61–66]. Individual study distribution of these factors may thus also affect heterogenous frequency of observed spots. Despite variation in frequency and predictive performance, all studies demonstrate significant independent statistical associations with expansion.

The spot sign was most recently prospectively validated in the multicenter Prediction of Hematoma Growth and Outcome in Patients with Intracerebral Hemorrhage Using the CT-Angiography Spot Sign (PREDICT) observational study [63]. PREDICT studied 228 acute
ICH patient from 12 centres in six countries presenting within <6 h from symptom onset. All patients underwent standardized baseline noncontrast CT, CTA and 24-h follow-up non-contrast CT. Reflecting a pragmatic design, CTA protocols were performed according to routine institutional practice and not standardized across centers. CTA spot sign interpretation and hematoma volume measurements were performed by independent core lab investigators and blinded to clinical data. Overall frequency of spots signs was 27% and did not differ between patients presenting within 0–3 h and 3–6 h from onset (p = 0.29). For prediction of expansion >6 ml or >33%, spot sign sensitivity and specificity were 51% and 85%, respectively, while PPV, NPV and accuracy were 61%, 78% and 74%, respectively [63]. Presence of the spot sign was strongly associated with all definitions of hematoma expansion including absolute, relative and individual criterion growth (24-h hematoma expansion of >6 ml, >12.5, >33%, or >12.5 or 33%). Relative risk of hematoma expansion among patients with a spot sign was 2.3 (95% CI: 1.6–3.1).

Association with neurological deterioration, functional outcome & mortality

The PREDICT study also demonstrated significant associations with spot sign and 24-h neurological deterioration and 3-month poor clinical outcome [63]. At total of 32% of spot-positive patients experienced 4-point worsening in NIHSS score at 24-h, while spot-negative patients had deterioration in 14% (p = 0.006). Median (range) mRS and 3-month mortality was 5 (0–6) and 43% for spot-positive patients and 3 (0–6) and 20% for spot-negative patients (p ≤ 0.001 for both comparisons). These findings are concordant with several prior single-center studies examining association between spot and outcome [54,56,59,62,65,67]. In 1999, Becker et al. originally reported a significant independent association between in-hospital mortality and presence of contrast extravasation (64% vs 16%, respectively; p = 0.011) [62]. More recently from 2011, a prospective study (n = 160) by Li et al. from Beijing, China, demonstrated that spot-positive patients had greater in-hospital mortality (20% vs 4%; p = 0.008), poor outcome (mRS 3–6) at discharge (90% vs 70%; p = 0.025), 3-month mortality (27% vs 7%; p = 0.009), and 3-month poor outcome (87% vs 42%; p < 0.001) [56]. From a single center in Barcelona, Spain (n = 114), Rodriguez-Luna et al. prospectively demonstrated significant association between spot sign presence and 24-h neurological deterioration (4-point decrease in NIHSS; 53% vs 12%, p = 0.008), poor outcome (mRS 3–6) at discharge (90% vs 70%; p = 0.025), and 3-month poor outcome (87% vs 42%; p = 0.001) [56]. From a single center in Barcelona, Spain (n = 114), Rodriguez-Luna et al. prospectively demonstrated significant association between spot sign presence and 24-h neurological deterioration (4-point decrease in NIHSS; 53% vs 12%, p = 0.008), poor outcome (mRS 3–6) at discharge (90% vs 70%; p = 0.025), and 3-month poor outcome (87% vs 42%; p = 0.001) [56].

Patterns of contrast extravasation & implications for expansion prediction & risk stratification

In addition to first-pass CTA, studies examining use of delayed CTA and post-contrast CT (PCT) in acute ICH, typically acquired within 1–4 min after contrast-bolus injection, have also been found to reveal additional foci of intrahematoma contrast enhancement occurring with and without the associated spatial presence of a spot sign visualized on CTA, illustrated in Figures 2 & 3 [50,65,68–70]. This important finding has provided insights into methods to improve sensitivity of expansion prediction, in addition to providing details regarding potential differential rates of expansion based on the
contrast enhancement pattern. Clarification of the patterns of contrast enhancement, however, is needed. The term ‘spot sign’ has typically been reserved for the appearance of intrahematoma contrast on CTA source images, typically acquired within 20–30 s after bolus injection. When contrast enhancement is noted on PCT, comparison with the CTA is needed to determine whether the contrast enhancement is spatially located with the presence of a spot on CTA. Findings of enhancement on PCT with the presence of an associated spot sign on CTA has been termed true ‘active contrast extravasation’, and often the PCT enhancement will be larger than the original spot, indicating active diffusion and/or pooling of contrast within the hematoma. Conversely, when a focus of PCT enhancement is noted without the presence of a spot sign on CTA, this appearance is coined post-contrast leakage (PCL). It is important to note that spot signs can also be identified without active extravasation on PCT, but retains high predictive ability for hematoma expansion (Figure 4) [42].

Ederies et al. retrospectively studied 61 patients undergoing baseline CTA and PCT, and found that in addition to the 21/61 (34%) patients with the presence of a spot sign, an additional 5/61 (8%) patients had presence of PCL in the absence of a spot [50]. Importantly, presence of a spot sign or PCL, found in 26/61 (43%) patients, compared to spot sign alone increased hematoma expansion sensitivity and NPV from 78% and 90%, respectively, to 94% and 97%, respectively. There were only modest associated reductions in specificity from 84% to 79% and PPV from 64% to 62%. Among patients without spot signs, patients with PCL vs no PCL demonstrated greater absolute (5.2 ± 5.7 vs -1.5 ± 6.4; p = 0.020) and relative expansion (26 ± 17% vs -0.1 ± 24%; p = 0.02). Patients with PCL with and without spots also demonstrated significant differences in absolute growth (14.5 ± 8.4 ml vs 5.2 ± 5.7 ml, respectively; p = 0.030). Overall, patients with the presence of spot sign and PCL, spot sign alone, and PCL alone were at risk of clinically significant hematoma expansion (>6 ml or 33%; 67%, 67% and 60% respectively). This highlights the ability of PCT to detect more foci of enhancement increasing prediction of hematoma expansion. This finding was confirmed prospectively by Hallevi et al. in 28 patients undergoing baseline CTA and PCT studies [54]. Addition of spot and PCL increased sensitivity of hematoma expansion prediction of >20% baseline volume from 73% for spot alone to 100% with inclusion of PCL, while specificity was maintained at 100% [54]. Kim et al. demonstrated an additional 5/56 (9%) of patients who had evidence of PCL [65]. Presence of enhancement on either CTA or PCT was the only independent predictor of 30-day mortality (odds ratio 4.7; 95% CI: 1.31–16.9; p = 0.017) on backwards stepwise multivariable regression (including variables such as initial hematoma size, presence of intraventricular hemorrhage, GCS, INR and age). Delgado Almendez et al. retrospectively analyzed 75 ICH patients with both first-pass and delayed CTA (of 367 with first-pass CTA studies available) and found that an additional 6/75 (8%) patients had enhancement only on the delayed study, while 18/75 (24%) demonstrated enhancement both on early and delayed CTA [58]. Compared with spots detected only on first-pass CTA, enhancement on delayed CTA had similar PPV for expansion >6 ml or >30% (69% vs 67%, respectively).

Qualitative analysis of CTA spot sign characteristics have also provided additional means of expansion risk stratification. Delgado Almendez et al. systematically characterized spot sign number, maximum axial size, and maximum attenuation in 367 ICH patients with first-pass CTA and found that increasing spot number, spot size and spot attenuation demonstrated increasing risk of hematoma expansion [58]. Based on these spot features, a Spot Sign Score was developed and calculated as follows: 1–2 spot signs, 1 point; ≥3 spot signs, 2 points; spot sign maximum axial dimension ≥5 mm, 1 point; spot sign maximum attenuation ≥180 HU, 1 point [58]. The developed Spot Sign Score demonstrated incremental risk of expansion for scores 0 to 4, with observed expansion occurring in 2%, 33%, 50%, 94% and 100% of cases, respectively [32,58,71]. Sensitivity of Spot Sign Score from dichotomization at scores of 1 to
Figure 3. Contrast extravasation visualized both on CT angiography and post-contrast CT. (A) Axial CT angiography demonstrates a hematoma centered within the left basal ganglia with a spot sign present (arrow). (B) Post-contrast CT demonstrates extravasation (arrow) from the previously noted central spot sign, in addition to development of a separate post-contrast leakage foci peripherally (arrowhead).

A limitation regarding spot sign characterization using static imaging, including CTA and PCT, is that they represent single snapshots in time and may inadequately characterize the transient and dynamic process of contrast extravasation. This was demonstrated in a case report by Chakraborty et al. in which a patient with a deep right-sided ICH was acutely imaged using a dynamic CTA acquisition protocol with temporal resolution of up to 1 s over 60 s [48]. Dynamic CTA source images demonstrated gradual development of multiple extravasation foci within the hematoma, with peak enhancement at 49 s after bolus injection. All enhancement foci, however, were not initially seen during the arterial phase of the study, the typical time of CTA acquisition. Furthermore, all foci had faded in attenuation by the end of the study at 60 s, well before typical PCT acquisition. A subsequent acute ICH case report by Dowlatshahi et al. similarly demonstrated extensive confluent accumulation and growth of contrast extravasation volume during dynamic first-pass CTA associated with rapid early neurological deterioration [49].

Single-acquisition first-pass CTA likely underestimates the true number of patients with spot signs, and data from CTP and PCT studies helps explain why up to 22% apparently spot-negative patients undergo hematoma expansion [63]. Optimal acquisition timing of CTA and PCT for extravasation detection and characterization is also uncertain. A large number of potential physiologic processes may affect spot sign visualization. Although standardization of contrast injection rate, volume and timing may help improve spot visualization, variation in patient blood pressure, circulation time and perihematomal intracranial pressure gradients may also influence timing to spot visualization and make a single optimal time for CTA/PCT acquisition unlikely [72]. Further variation between centers in a multicenter setting may further increase heterogeneity [44].

Similar to dynamic CTA, CT perfusion (CTP) is a dynamic study that tracks a contrast bolus through the intracranial circulation, typically for 60–120 s with modern bi-phasic techniques, and is already commonly used in the evaluation of ischemic stroke [73]. CTP circumvents the need for early and late acquisitions and may show contrast extravasation not present on either CTA or PCT (Figure 5) [69,70]. Peak attenuation and maximum extravasation size of the spot sign may also be better characterized on
CTP and provide the opportunity to improve the accuracy of the spot sign score for expansion, outcome prediction and risk-stratification, particularly in a multicenter setting [70].

To characterize the utility of CTP source images for spot sign detection, characterization and prediction of outcome, Koculym et al. studied 28 acute ICH patients presenting < 6 h onset undergoing baseline CTA, CTP and PCT [70]. Total number of spots, maximum spot attenuation and axial dimensions were examined for all patients on each of the CTA, CTP and PCT source images. Location of each spot was cross-referenced to determine whether each was present on the other study types. A combined primary outcome of hematoma expansion, need for emergent surgical drainage, or in-hospital mortality was used. From this study, it was found that CTP detected the greatest number of patients with spots compared to CTA and PCT (50% vs 29% and 32%, respectively). Sensitivity for outcome prediction was significantly greater for CTP (78%) compared with CTA (44%) or PCT (50%). CTP also was able to detect the greater number of individual spot foci found on all modalities and demonstrated that maximum spot density was found at a median time of 50 s (interquartile range: 34–63 s) after contrast injection.

In a recent prospective study of 112 patients presenting < 6 h of onset undergoing CTP and CTA at baseline, Sun et al. demonstrated improved sensitivity for hematoma expansion (>6 ml or >30%) prediction compared with CTA alone while maintaining excellent specificity [69]. Specifically, sensitivity was increased from 61% to 89%, while specificity was maintained at 92% to 94% for CTA compared with CTP detected spots, respectively. The overall frequency of patients with CTA and CTP spots was 21% and 27%, respectively. Interestingly, the authors noted a variation in the duration of enhancement of CTP-detected spots, ranging from 2 to 30 s, emphasizing the transient nature of spot sign appearance. Sixty-three percent of CTP-detected foci of enhancement were shown only from arterial to the capillary phase, while 37% cases demonstrated enhancement from arterial to venous or venous sinus phase. Of the 30 cases with a positive spot on CTP, 37% demonstrated progressive enlargement of the enhancement foci.

The differences in enhancement duration and size of spot appearance likely reflect differential rates of contrast extravasation, which may be further quantified using CTP permeability analysis. In 2011, D’Esterre et al. characterized the rate of contrast extravasation from individual foci of contrast extravasation using CTP-derived permeability surface product [74]. Perfusion-derived permeability surface product is a novel method of objectively measuring rate of contrast extravasation from the intra- to extra-vascular compartment [75]. In 16 ICH patients presenting within 6 h onset undergoing baseline CTA, CTP and PCT, regions of interest were placed at the location of spot signs, PCL lesions, background hematoma and contralateral normal brain parenchyma. From this study it was found that average permeability surface product for spot sign foci was 6.5 ± 1.6 ml/min/100 g, while PCL foci and background hematoma demonstrated values of 1.0 ± 0.4 and 0.1 ± 0.4, respectively. Visualization of permeability maps enabled identification of all spot and PCL foci. Based on this data, it may possible to distinguish spot sign foci and PCL in addition to objectively characterize rate of contrast leakage using a single CTP study, precluding need for multiple single CTA and PCT acquisitions.

A limitation of CTP performed on 16- or 64-row detector CT is lack of full head spatial coverage [69,70]. Current CTP protocols typically acquire 4 cm z-axis coverage from the basal ganglia to the lateral ventricles. In the study by Sun et al., this resulted in inadequate spatial coverage of the hematoma in 44/112 (39%) of cases [69]. Based on the preliminary data, the clinical significance of this lack of coverage appears minimal, as Sun et al. demonstrated only one false-negative CTP case (of 112 studied patients) that was detected by CTA. Similarly Koculym et al. found only one false-negative case (of 28 studied patients) demonstrating a spot sign on CTA [70]. In both studies, overall sensitivity for spot detection was significantly improved with CTP. The ideal method of dynamic spot imaging may be provided with modern 320-row detector CT, as demonstrated by a recent case report by Dowlatshahi et al. [49]. With 320-row detector CT, full-head acquisition for CTA and CTP data may be obtained simultaneously using a single acquisition and contrast bolus injection protocol. The same protocol may be used in cases of ischemic stroke and may provide a standardized acute stroke protocol. Scan coverage for 16- and 64-row detector CT may also be extended to 80 mm with the use of table toggling techniques [76].

A concern with CTP use is patient radiation dose. Reported radiation dose of CTP (1.9–3.5 mSv), however, is similar to that in a
noncontrast head CT (2.6–3.3 mSv) and can be further reduced with modern low-dose protocols [69,70,77]. CTP is also able to avoid radiosensitive structures such as the thyroid and orbits. Contrast-induced nephropathy (CIN), potentially leading to life-threatening acute renal failure, may also be a potential concern for utilization of iodinated contrast in acute stroke multimodal CT imaging. This issue is further exacerbated in the emergent stroke setting as there is often lack of patient serum creatinine level available prior to CT in order to exclude patients with reduced glomerular filtration rate. Several investigators have examined the incidence of CIN among patients undergoing CTA or CTP for acute stroke evaluation and have found low incidence (2–5%) of CIN in patients without history of prior chronic renal disease, even when baseline creatinine levels were not measured prior to the scan [78–81]. In these studies, few patients who developed CIN required in-hospital dialysis (0.2%) and none developed chronic kidney disease. It has thus been recommended that emergent advanced CT imaging in acute stroke does not require a serum creatinine level in patients without existing history of chronic renal disease and that emergent imaging should take priority over ‘relatively weak’ contraindications to contrast administration [82,83].

**Contrast extravasation interobserver agreement**

Interobserver agreement of the spot sign has varied from substantial agreement (kappa statistic $\kappa = 0.72$) among untrained observers in PREDICT [63] to near perfect ($\kappa = 0.92$) among trained.
experienced neuroradiologists [42,58,69]. Online educational spot sign identification training and imaging certification prior to patient enrolment for trials may help improve reader agreement and accuracy. Spot sign imaging certification has already been incorporated as a requirement for patient enrolment for the STOP-IT [84], SPOTLIGHT [85] and STOP-AUST [66] studies [4,87]. Interobserver agreement for contrast extravasation detection may also potentially be improved with delayed or dynamic imaging. Delgado Almandoz et al. reported first-pass CTA spot sign agreement ranged from $\kappa = 0.88$ to 0.92 and was increased for delayed CTA detected spots ($\kappa = 0.93–0.97$) amongst three readers. Similarly Hallevi et al., also with three independent readers, demonstrated improved interrater reliability from 0.812 to 0.952 for enhancement on CTA and PCT respectively. Sun et al. also reported modest improvement in agreement using CTP compared with CTA with $\kappa = 0.92$ on CTA and $\kappa = 0.94$ on CTP, citing greater ease of identifying growing contrast extravasation rather than static density. Correlation of extravasation foci between modalities and with CTP permeability maps can also potentially improve confidence of extravasation identification [70,74]. Thus, delayed or dynamic imaging may not only aid in improving prediction and risk-stratifying hematoma expansion, but may also provide opportunity to improve diagnostic confidence and agreement of spots identification.

**Other radiographic predictors of expansion**

Although the spot sign represents one of the most validated and robust imaging predictors of expansion to date, several other radiographic predictors have been described. Baseline ICH volume has also been associated with subsequent expansion from multiple studies [30,88,89]. Based on a large multicenter cohort, Dowlatshahi et al. described baseline ICH volume <10 ml were at much lower odds of experiencing hematoma expansion (categorically defined as >6 ml or >12 ml separately), early neurological deterioration and 3-month mortality compared with hematoma with volume >30 ml. Specifically, patients with <10 ml baseline ICH volume had an odds ratio of 0.1 (95% CI: 0.0–0.2) of experiencing subsequent >6 ml expansion compared with patients with ICH volumes of >30 ml [88]. Broderick et al. studied 399 patients from the Phase IIb rFVIIa study and identified that greater ICH volume was also significantly associated with increased proportion of patients with categorical hematoma growth (defined as meeting >12.5 ml or >33% growth) [30]. As time to presentation has also been associated with hematoma expansion, Rodriguez-Luna et al. evaluated whether adjustment of ICH volume based on time of symptom onset could provide predictive benefit for hematoma expansion [64]. The adjusted value, coined ultra-early hematoma growth (uHG) rate and defined as the baseline hematoma volume (in ml) divided by the time from onset-to-imaging (in hours), was found to be a strongly associated with expansion (>6 ml or >33%), early neurological deterioration and 3-month mortality [64]. A uHG rate of >10.2 ml/h demonstrated an odds ratio of 3.6 (95% CI: 1.4–9.1) for expansion.

Barras et al. studied the potential association between hematoma contour irregularity, density heterogeneity and hematoma expansion by examining the baseline CT studies of the placebo-arm patients from the Phase IIb rFVIIa trial [89]. Theoretically, hematomas that arise from multiple bleeding foci at the margins of hematoma may produce an irregular margin and result in larger hematomas as opposed to more rounded and regular hematomas that arise from a single focus [90]. Heterogenous density may result from a hematoma with portions of unclotted active hemorrhage, coined the ‘swirl sign’ [65,91]. Barras et al. demonstrated that heterogeneous density, as characterized by a novel grading system based on visual assessment, was independently associated with absolute hematoma expansion (p = 0.046), while irregular margin was not. A follow-up study utilizing systematic quantitative CT densitometry in the same cohort revealed that the coefficient of variation of hematoma attenuation (defined as the standard deviation of the hematoma density divided by the mean attenuation) was the best predictor of absolute expansion compared with baseline ICH volume, time from onset-to-imaging and other mathematical characteristics of hematoma density [92]. A multivariable model incorporating the coefficient of variation, baseline ICH volume, and time from onset-to-imaging provided the best predictive model in their dataset. Further validation and methods to incorporate these findings into potential clinical practice is required [92].

Recently, a study by Sorimachi et al. described the association between presence of visualized intrahematoma lenticulostriate arteries on CTA in patients with putaminal ICH and subsequent acute deterioration (defined as hematoma...
expansion >12.5 ml or >33% and need for surgical evacuation or 1-day mortality) [60]. Coined the ‘tail sign’, the presence of the lenticulostriate artery and the spot sign were independent predictors of deterioration and provided increased sensitivity for outcome prediction. External validation of the tail sign is, however, required.

Future perspective
ICH remains a devastating disease with significant associated morbidity and mortality, particularly among patients with hematoma expansion and early neurological deterioration. As novel medical and surgical interventions for acute ICH patients emerge, there will be increasing emphasis on ensuring appropriate selection of patients based on hematoma expansion risk in order to identify and improve treatment efficacy and prevent serious treatment side effects. Hematoma risk stratification by the spot sign and other radiographic methods offer the best means for accurate and reliable risk stratification. This is reflected in the latest American Heart Association and American Stroke Association ICH management guidelines that recommend that “CTA and contrast-enhanced CT may be considered to help identify patients at risk for hematoma expansion” [16]. The STOP-IT, SPOTLIGHT and STOP-AUST trials are currently evaluating spot sign image-guided therapy as a feasible and effective therapeutic strategy for prevention of expansion. Advanced multimodal CT imaging including delayed CTA, CTP and PCT, already commonly used in the evaluation of patients with ischemic stroke, may be incorporated into the evaluation of acute ICH patients to further improve accuracy of hematoma expansion and interobserver agreement. Noncontrast CT is no longer sufficient to guide appropriate ICH patient care [82]. Further multicenter collaborative effort is required to identify and characterize the utility of advanced CT imaging in improving patient outcomes in acute ICH. A novel animal model is also under development that will permit real-time in vivo study of contrast extravasation, hematoma expansion and the impact of established and novel therapies on contrast extravasation-induced hematoma.
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